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Oversized jumper with ¾-length sleeves for mother and daughter. High 
hugging factor guaranteed. In off-white with continual horizontal 

colored stripes. The jumper is easy to knit in stocking stitch. 
Pleasure guaranteed. 

XS/S/M/L

Tara by
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CS

measurements

•  Knitting needles: no 8 and 10

• Crochet hook: no 9

• Darning needle

• Wool Mohair trend, Lang
Yarns, 5-5.5 thickness   
(see table)

notions

Gauge swatch

Knit a gauge swatch measuring 15 x 15 cm in stocking stitch with no 10 needles and 2 yarns together. 
Measure 10 x 10 cm on your gauge swatch: you should count 10 stitches and 11 rows. Use a thinner 
needle if your gauge swatch is wider and a thicker needle if your gauge swatch is narrower.

Used stitches

•  Italian cast on: if you are a beginner watch YouTube films for how to do the Italian cast on

•  1x1 Rib stitch: Purl 1 stitch, knit 1 stitch, keep repeating. In the return row,
knit the knit stitches and purl the purl stitches.

•  Stocking stitch: Knit 1 row, purl 1 row

sizing chart

size

EUR

UK 

CS (cm)

XS

32    34

4    6

76    80

S

36    38

8    10

84   88

M

40    42

12    14

92    96

L

44    46

16    18

100    104

Chest size (CS): Measure horizontally at the widest point of the bust. 

size

length (cm)

sleeve* (cm)

1/2 CS  (cm)

XS

48

30.5

55

S

49

31

59

M

50

31.5

63

L

51

32

67

One 25 g ball of wool contains 246 ft (75 m) of yarn.

size

white (color 0094)

dark blue (color 48)

lilac (color 96)

red (color 3)

light blue (color 9)

XS

10x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

M

12x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

L

14x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

S

12x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

1x 25 g

Knit a more economical version by combining    
1 Mila yarn and 1 Alpaca Superlight yarn.
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knitting instructions

Cast on 45/49/53/56 stitches with no 8 needles and  
2 yarns of white wool together. Use the Italian cast on 
or normal cast on. Knit 2 cm 1x1 rib stitch. Start with 
1 purl stitch. 

1

Continue knitting in stocking stitch with no 10 needles. 
In the first row, add 10 stitches after the ribbing, that is 
roughly after every 4 or 5 stitches. You have a total of 
55/59/63/66 stitches. Knit to a length of 25/26/27/28 
cm. End with a purl row.

2

From here, add stitches for the sleeves adding equal 
numbers at the start and end of the row. You cast on 
knit stitches at the start of the row and add stitches at 
the end of the row.

Add 5/5/5/5 stitches. Knit the return row in purl. 
Add 7/7/7/7 stitches. Knit the return row in purl. 
Add 8/8/8/8 stitches. Knit the return row in purl. Add 
11/11/12/13 stitches. Knit the return row in purl. You 
now have 117/121/127/130 stitches.

3

Back

•  Casting on stitches: Hold the needle with the working garment in your left hand, put the right needle 
between the first 2 stitches and knit 1 stitch. Slide this stitch loosely on the left needle. Put the right 
needle between the first 2 stitches again, knit 1 stitch and slide this loosely on the left needle. Continue 
until you have increased the desired number of stitches.

•  Adding stitches at the end of the row: You take the working garment in your right hand and the working 
yarn in your left. Loop the working yarn around your finger. Put the knitting needle under both yarns 
and bring the knitting needle forward in the loop. Remove your finger from the loop and pull the yarn. 
Repeat this action until you have added the desired number of stitches.

•  Casting off shoulders together: Place the front and back with the right sides together. Hold them in 
your left hand and take a 3rd needle. Knit the 1st stitch of the front and the 1st stitch of the back together 
with 1 knit stitch, knit the 2nd stitch in the same way. Pass the 1st stitch over the 2nd stitch. Repeat this 
action until you have cast off the desired number of stitches. 

•  Slip stitch: put the crochet hook in a stitch, put the yarn over the needle and pull it through the stitch 
and the loop on the crochet hook.

TIP
Keep counting the number  
of rows of the front and 
back. These should be equal.

Start the colored stripes at a length of 34/35/36/37 
cm. Knit 2 rows in dark blue, 2 in lilac, 5 in red and  
3 rows in light blue.

4

Continue knitting in white until a length of  48/49/50/51 
cm. End with a purl row. Leave the stitches until the 
front is finished. 

5
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Crochet slip stitches just under the cast off stitches 
of the neckline.

12

Sew the sleeves and side seams closed with a mattress 
stitch.

13

Find the middle of the sleeve cuff and open the sleeve. 
Attach each stitch of the sleeve cuff (under the cotton 
thread) to the sleeve with a backstitch. Remove the 
cotton thread.  

11

Finishing

Repeat the previous steps for the front, but knit to a 
length of 46/47/48/49 cm. End with a purl row. 

6

Front

For the neck, cast off the middle 17/17/17/18  
stitches.   

Knit to the end of the row and purl back to the neck. 
Turn the working garment and cast off 3 knit stitches. 
Knit to the end of the row. Purl a row back to the neck.

7

Now finish the other side of the neck. Take 2 new yarns 
together and cast off 3 purl stitches, purl to end of the 
row. Turn the working garment and knit to the neck. 
Turn the working garment and purl another row.

8

Cast off 47/49/52/53 stitches from the arm and shoulder  
seams of the front and back together. Cast off 
23/23/23/24 stitches from the back. Then cast off  
another 47/49/52/53 stitches from the arm and shoul-
der seams of the front and back together.

9

Cuffs

Cast on 27 stitches with no 8 needles and 2 threads 
together in white wool. Start with 1 purl stitch and knit 
2 cm 1x1 rib stitch. Purl a row in cotton thread on the 
right side of the working garment and cast off loosely.

10


